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GORDON CROSSE (b. 1937)
1 Elegy for small orchestra Op. 1 (1960)  8’20”
 BBC Symphony Orchestra conducted by Norman Del Mar
 BBC Broadcast 9 September 1965

 

2-4 Concerto for Chamber Orchestra Op. 8 (1962)  11’41”
 I  Allegro brillante e poco Maestoso (4’20”)   II  Lento (3’35”)   
 III  Allegro energico (3’46”) 
 Budapest Symphony Orchestra conducted by György Lehel
 BBC Broadcast 3 July 1968

5-10 Concertino Op. 15 (1965)  12’51”
 I  Chorale One  (2’18”)   II  Sonatina One  (1’38”)   III  Chorale Two  (1’10”)
 IV  Variations  (4’49”)   V  Sonatina Two  (1’28”)   VI  Chorale Three  (1’28”)
 Melos Ensemble: Richard Adeney, flute  Peter Graeme, oboe  
 Gervase de Peyer, clarinet  Cecil Aronowitz, viola
 BBC Broadcast 26 October 1965

11-12 Violin Concerto No. 2 Op. 26 (1969)  34’44”
 I  Poco lento (14’12”)   II  Allegro (20’32”)
 BBC Symphony Orchestra conducted by Colin Davis
 BBC Broadcast 7 September 1970
  Total playing time : 67’36”
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‘If [a composer] has “something to say”, it can be said only through his technique; he has no 
control over “inspiration”.  The surest way of writing dull music is to sit down with one’s head 
full of “Beauty” or “Socialism” instead of crotchets and quavers’.1  This no-nonsense 
approach to his craft has served Gordon Crosse well during his long career as a creative artist.
Crosse was born in Bury, Lancashire on 1 December 1937.  His early musical education was 
enhanced by birthday visits with his father to the Hallé Concerts Series at the Free Trade Hall, 
Manchester.  At the age of 12, whilst Crosse was a pupil at Cheadle Hulme School, he ‘found 
the piano in the front room’2 and began to take piano lessons in order to write down his own 
improvisations.  An older boy at school, who was a violinist, persuaded him to compose a 
violin sonata.  Before long many other pieces appeared, some of which ‘began to be music’.3  
A pivotal moment came when he discovered in the local public library a miniature score of 
Stravinsky’s Rite of Spring.  This encouraged him to produce immense orchestral works that, 
by his own estimation, ‘would have sounded like nothing on earth’.4  Instead of pursuing 
science at school, he concentrated all his energies upon a future in music.  As he later 
observed, ‘I discovered I wanted to be a composer at exactly the same moment I discovered 
I wanted to be a musician’.5  He won a place at Oxford University, where he studied with 
Egon Wellesz and Bernard Rose between 1958 and 1963.  Whilst at Oxford he wrote music 
for several plays and sketches and developed a passion for theatre and opera.  

After graduating with first class honours, he spent two years researching 15th-century music 
with Frank Harrison.  In the spring of 1962, following the advice of Peter Maxwell Davies, 
he studied for three months with Goffredo Petrassi in Rome on an Italian Government 
Scholarship.  From 1964 onwards he combined composition with various teaching 
appointments: senior music tutor at the extra-mural department of Birmingham University 
(1964-66); Haywood Fellow in Music, also at Birmingham (1966-69); Fellow in Music at 
Essex University (1969-73), and Composer-in-Residence at King’s College, Cambridge 
(1973-5).  He won the Cobbett Medal in 1976 and in the following year he was visiting 

1  Gordon Crosse, ‘Notes by Five Composers’, Tempo, No.81, Stravinsky’s 85th Birthday (Summer 1967), p.25, 
quoted by Meirion Bowen in ‘Gordon Crosse’, Music and Musicians, Volume 20 (December 1971), p.42.
2  Edward Greenfield, ‘Gordon Crosse and “Changes”’, The Guardian, 23 February 1967, p.7.
3  Ibid.
4  Ibid.
5  Christopher Ford, ‘Arts Guardian’, The Guardian, 3 January 1972, p.8.
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the composer had previously explored within a framework that embraces both free-ranging 
and more closely argued elements.  There are several layers – from the simplicity of the 
Ockeghem chanson on which it is largely based, to the dark and distorting expressionistic 
extremes.  The high level of brutality of certain sections in the second part of the concerto 
may be attributed to the work’s static, mosaic-like components which do not lend themselves 
to traditional, protean development.  Instead, they are mocked, distorted and violated, ‘as if 
a lurking, ugly reality were laid uncomfortably bare’, as Stanley Sadie put it.20  Much of the 
writing is strikingly memorable, such as the stark oppositions of the soloist with various 
instruments in the first part (notably four flutes, piano, harp and prominent marimba), or the 
urgent violin gambolling above shimmering strings in the second.  With this richly eclectic 
and powerfully expressive concerto, Gordon Crosse found an authentic personal musical 
language.  Stephen Walsh aptly described the score as ‘a Samson which doesn’t need long 
hair, in any sense, to sustain its muscle.’21       

Paul Conway 2017

20  Stanley Sadie, ‘Substantial Concerto’, The Times, 30 January 1970, p.8.  
21  Stephen Walsh, ‘Crosse Purposes’, The Guardian, 1 February 1970, p.28.
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professor in composition at the University of California, Santa Barbara at the invitation of 
Peter Racine Fricker.  

He moved to Suffolk in 1968 and has lived there ever since.  After growing disenchantment 
with his profession, he gave up composition altogether in 1990 and worked as a computer 
programmer until his retirement in 2004.  In response to persuasion by friends and colleagues, 
notably the leading recorder player John Turner, he resumed writing music in 2007 and soon 
recovered his natural fluency.  

Crosse has made distinctive contributions to various genres.  The titles and methods of some 
of his early works, such as Villanelles (1959) and Carol for flute and piano (1962) reflect an 
interest in medieval music.   Another preoccupation, that of the music of the Second Viennese 
School, is evident in his Corpus Christi Carol (1961), which applies serial methods to diatonic 
ideas.  He quickly established his reputation and versatility through such works as the Concerto 
da camera (1962) for solo violin, wind and percussion,6 the song-cycle for tenor, horn and 
strings For the Unfallen (1963), the entertainment featuring settings of Ted Hughes poems 
Meet my Folks! (1964), which was commissioned for performance by children and adults at 
the 1964 Aldeburgh Festival, and the large-scale choral work Changes (1965-6), written for 
the Three Choirs Festival.7  

Commissioned jointly by the BBC and the Cheltenham Festival, the one-act opera Purgatory 
(1965-6) is an intensely dramatic treatment of a late drama by W. B. Yeats and can be 
regarded as Crosse’s breakthrough score.8  Several other stage works followed in rapid 
succession: The Grace of Todd (1967), a one-act comic opera to a libretto by David Rudkin; 
the three-act The Story of Vasco (1968-73) to a libretto by Ted Hughes, commissioned by 
English National Opera and premiered at the London Coliseum in 1974; Potter Thompson 
(1972-3), a music drama in one act, with libretto by Alan Garner, for performance by the 
Finchley Children’s Music Group; Holly from the Bongs (1973), a nativity opera written in 
Cheshire dialect and performed in Manchester Cathedral, and the entertainment Wheel of the 
World (1969-72).  

6  Included in the Melos Ensemble retrospective 11-CD box set issued in 2011 (EMI 5099991851420). 
7  Lyrita SRCD.259.
8  Lyrita SRCD.313.
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Building on his student experience of writing music for the theatre, Crosse worked extensively 
in Manchester with the director Michael Elliot, providing the music for Peer Gynt at the 
University of Manchester in 1970 and for the newly re-opened Royal Exchange Theatre’s 
productions of Philoctetes (1982) and Moby Dick (1983).  His scores for the small screen are 
headed by the music he wrote for Granada Television’s acclaimed 1983 production of 
Shakespeare’s King Lear with Sir Laurence Olivier in the title role. 

Choral and vocal works have featured prominently in his output.  Apart from Changes, there 
are several small-scale anthems and part-songs and a choral and orchestral piece, Sea Psalms 
(1989-90).  This, his last large-scale composition before the hiatus in his life as a composer 
was written for Glasgow as European City of Culture in 1990 and has since been considerably 
revised.  In more recent years he has produced Hey the Gift for Aldeburgh, Sabbath Rest for 
Blackburn Cathedral and Spring Awakening for five men’s voices and speaker: commissioned 
by Opus Anglicanum, this is a telling of Bottom’s part in A Midsummer Night's Dream.

Like his contemporary Thea Musgrave (b.1928), Gordon Crosse has let his innate sense of 
drama inform his non-vocal works in general and his concertante pieces in particular.  The 
Cello Concerto (1976-8, rev. 1981) was premiered by Rohan de Saram and is dedicated to 
the memory of Luigi Dallapiccola.9  There are three concertante works for solo woodwind 
and ensemble: Ariadne, for oboe (1971-2),10 Thel, for flute (1975) and Wildboy for clarinet, 
cimbalom and seven players (1978).  The latter was first performed by Michael Collins and 
the Nash Ensemble and later arranged for full orchestra and choreographed by Kenneth 
Macmillan for the American Ballet Theatre with Mikhail Baryshnikov.  Its most recent 
incarnation, L’Enfant Sauvage, was premiered by Psappha at the University of Manchester in 
2013.  Other notable concertante pieces include Ceremony for cello and orchestra (1966) and 
Array for trumpet and strings (1986), premiered at The Proms.   His most recent works in 
this medium include a concerto for viola and strings with french horn (2009),11 Brief 
Encounter, for oboe d’amore, recorder and strings (2009),12 Gremlins for bassoon and chamber 
orchestra (2016) and Ceili De for horn and strings (2016).

9  NMC D058.
10  Lyrita SRCD.259.
11  Métier msv 77201.
12  Métier msv 77201.
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doubling cor anglais 2); three clarinets (third doubling bass clarinet); three bassoons; four 
horns; three trumpets in C (first doubling trumpet in D); three trombones; bass tuba; timpani 
(including large conga drum) percussion (three players: antique cymbals, gongs, vibraphone, 
clash cymbals, glockenspiel, claves, wood-block, snare drum, suspended cymbal, tam-tam, 
marimba), harp, piano, celesta, harp and strings.  

Part One is predominantly slow, lyrical, meditative and simple.  Its nine sections consist of a 
threefold repetition of the cycle ‘Refrain I’, ‘Verse’, ‘Refrain II’.  These three groups of 
material are always elaborated.  For example, the arpeggio figure and two harmonic cells (one 
on solo violas, the other on flutes), burbling marimba and keening flutes of the purely 
orchestral ‘Refrain I’ are overlaid with ornamental commentary from the soloist the next time 
round and with woodwind accretions on its third appearance.  More improvisatory in tone, 
the three ‘Verses’ are all dissimilar in material and texture and here it is the soloist who 
features prominently and the orchestra which expands.  All the verses share a common cantus 
firmus in the form of a diatonic set of six notes. ‘Refrain II’ is the most stable element - only 
its length is varied - and is based on a simple and eloquent violin melody vaulted over gruff, 
tenebrous accompaniment from bassoons and cor anglais. 

Part Two is more extended and dynamic.  It is divided into four connected sections that 
systematically develop, expand and amplify the concerto’s preceding material.  The first three 
sections take the form of fantasias, all of which ends with a violent climactic orchestral passage.  
The first section is a fantasia or set of three variations on the ideas in ‘Refrain I’.  The second 
section is a fantasia on the ‘Verses’.  The third section is a fantasia on the ‘Refrain II’ material.  
The composer has explained a passage consisting of a group of grandiloquent G major phrases 
marked largo e sostenuto as ‘a sort of anti-peroration, to which the woodwind promptly give 
two fingers and a raspberry’.19  There follows a savage, bitter climax which leads into the 
fourth and final section – a still epilogue in which the diatonic cantus firmus is revealed as a 
derivation from a chanson by Ockeghem – ‘Ma Maîtresse’.  This is quoted in its original 
harmonisation by the flutes against decorative arabesques from the soloist in the enigmatic 
closing pages.  

Crosse’s Violin Concerto no.2 can be regarded as both a synthesis and a summing up of a 
decade’s worth of musical experimentation.  It unites the serial and medieval-parody methods 

19  Christopher Ford, ‘Arts Guardian’, The Guardian, 3 January 1972, p.8.
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the first movement, this time accompanied with viola harmonics.  At the heart of the piece is 
a miniature set of variations (Lento).  Eloquent and measured, the theme is given out by 
clarinet, transferring to the cor anglais for the slightly quicker first variation.  The fervent 
second variation features flutter-tongued flute writing, the third is a tiny scherzando with 
ornate flute decorations, the fourth a lyrical episode for solo flute over trudging clarinet and 
viola accompaniment and the fifth consists of a tiny cadenza for clarinet.  The sixth and last 
variation is dominated by muted viola.  Sonatina Two (Allegro con brio) explores further the 
material of Sonatina One and contains a mini-cadenza for viola.  Hushed and restrained, 
Chorale Three (Lento) presents the work’s chorale-refrain for the last time.  Written with 
economy and imagination, the elegant Concertino is imbued with a distinctly English 
melancholy and is surely one of the most immediately attractive of Crosse’s early scores.  A 
review in The Guardian of the first performance observed that it ‘is an agreeable work, skilfully 
written and not at all difficult to grasp by ears reasonably attuned to modern idioms’.18    
    
The Violin Concerto no.2, Op.26 (1969) was commissioned by the Oxford Subscription 
Concerts for their 50th Anniversary Season (1969-70).  It was written between April and 
August 1969 and given its first performance at the Sheldonian Theatre, Oxford on 29 January 
1970 by Manoug Parikian with the BBC Symphony Orchestra conducted by Colin Davis.  
The same artists also performed the work at the Proms on 7 September 1970.  

Parikian, who recorded Crosse’s First Violin Concerto (Concerto da Camera), noted the 
somewhat reticent nature of the violin part and asked the composer to write a ‘proper’ violin 
concerto.  Not being an admirer of virtuosity for its own sake, the composer elected not to 
produce a showpiece, but the soloist has much more to do in the later work which is dedicated 
to Parikian.  The formal structure and, to a limited extent, the expressive manner of the 
concerto are derived from Vladimir Nabokov’s novel Pale Fire.  In the novel a lyrical poem is 
subjected to an elaborate and grotesque misreading by its editor, whose notes provide the 
narrative vehicle of the book.  Apart from these hints of manner and of structure, the concerto 
has no close programmatic link with the novel.  Some of the concerto’s material is derived 
from Crosse’s opera The Story of Vasco which he was also working on at the time.

A large orchestra, sparingly deployed, consists of four flutes (third doubling alto flute and 
piccolo 2 and fourth doubling piccolo 1); three oboes (first doubling cor anglais 1 and second 

18  Burnett James, ‘BBC Invitation Concert’, The Guardian, 27 October 1965, p.9.
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In the monodrama Memories of Morning: Night (1971) for mezzo-soprano and orchestra,13 
based on the novel Wide Sargasso Sea by Jean Rhys, Crosse splits the orchestra into two 
groups with strings and horn constituting the main body and a secondary unit inspired by 
Mexican Mariachi bands containing flutes, trumpets, harps, percussion and solo strings.  His 
purely orchestral works include four symphonies (1965, rev. 1979, 1975, 2011, 2013), Some 
Marches on a Ground (1970),14 Play Ground, written for the Hallé Orchestra and later 
choreographed by Kenneth MacMillan and performed by Sadlers Wells Royal Ballet at the 
Edinburgh Festival in 1979, Epiphany Variations (1975-6), written for the LSO to play on 
tour in the USA during the bicentennial year and premiered by André Previn, Dreamsongs 
(1978), written in memory of Benjamin Britten, Ad Patrem – Elegy no.3 for small orchestra 
(2009), and The Barley Bird, for chamber orchestra (2011).  

Crosse’s chamber music includes five string quartets (1980, rev. 2010, 2010, 2011, 2012 and 
2015), Wavesongs for cello and piano (1983) and two trios, one for clarinet, cello and piano 
(1979), entitled Rhymes and Reasons, and the other for violin, cello and piano, written for the 
Hartley Trio in 1986 and revised in 2010.  An oboe quintet (1988) was written just before 
what the composer refers to as ‘the silence’ and an oboe trio (2009) was one of the first pieces 
to emerge after his return to composition.

Among his latest scores are three piano sonatas (2014, 2014 and 2016), Studies in the Thracian 
Mode, for solo violin (2012); Orkney Dreaming, sonata for violin alone (2013), Little Bu – 
Sonata for cello alone (2015); sonata for clarinet and piano (2016) and On the Shoreline: 
concertante for sopranino recorder and string septet (2016).   

The five works presented here all date from the 1960s, a decade in which Crosse was 
searching for his own voice as a composer.  It was a period of great success and acclaim – in 
1966 he was granted the Vaughan Williams Composer of the Year Award for his ‘outstanding 
contribution to British music’ and in the same year an article in The Times devoted to his 
output began with a quote referring to him as ‘the most exciting composer to have appeared 
in Britain since Richard Rodney Bennett’.15   

13  NMC D058.
14  NMC D058.
15  From a correspondent, ‘A young composer’s achievement’, The Times, 6 July 1966, p.16.
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Crosse’s early practices and enthusiasms are discernible in the warmly expressive Elegy for 
small orchestra, Op.1 (1959-60).  This piece was originally written for wind instruments in 
1958-9 while the composer was an undergraduate at Oxford.  It was re-scored in 1960 for 
flute, oboe, cor anglais, clarinet, bass clarinet, horn, trumpet, trombone, and strings – the 
version featured on this recording.  Elegy is in one unbroken movement that forms an arch of 
increasing and decreasing tension and is divided into three sections.  The smoothly polyphon-
ic first section is slow, sustained and contemplative: the opening flute phrase of six notes, 
together with its inversion, creates the 12-note series that provides the melodic, harmonic and 
rhythmic basis of the whole piece.  Vigorous and impassioned, the central section increases 
speed and tension constantly and makes considerable use of canon.  The slow final section 
reworks the material of the first in a more fragmentary manner.  Just before the end, the 
descent of the arch is broken by a short woodwind cadenza with figurations suggesting 
birdsong against held chords in the strings and brass.  A brief coda revisits the languid flute 
melody of the opening with the addition of solemn pizzicato triplets in the lower strings.  
Although this score is the most strictly serial work Crosse has ever written, the composer 
embraces the tonal implications of his 12-note series so that the work never feels calculated 
or devoid of feeling.  Elegy was written in memory of the composer’s aunt Margaret Tilbury, 
who died in 1951.  The premiere took place on 24 April 1962 by the Hallé Orchestra 
conducted by Maurice Handford at a Society for the Promotion of New Music rehearsal-
concert at the Free Trade Hall, Manchester.  It was played at the Proms by the BBC 
Symphony Orchestra under Norman Del Mar on 9 September 1965.  Of this Proms 
performance, the critic of The Times wrote ‘the Elegy remains an excellent introduction to his 
[Crosse’s] music and particularly to his strikingly lyrical melodic gift’.16    

The Concerto for Chamber Orchestra, Op.8 (1962) was premiered by the Budapest 
Symphony Orchestra conducted by György Lehel in the Town Hall, Cheltenham on 3 July 
1968 as part of that year’s Cheltenham Festival.  Crosse calls for one each of the following 
instruments: flute (doubling piccolo), oboe, clarinet, bassoon, horn, trumpet, trombone and 
glockenspiel (judiciously applied).  Of the string body, a preference is expressed in the score 
for a small group consisting of eight first violins, eight second violins, six violas, four cellos 
and two double basses.  It was originally written for a student orchestra in Oxford, which may 
account for the relative simplicity of its instrumental writing.  A further indication of its 
genesis is the use of the chimes of Magdalen College, Oxford which underlies most of the 

16  ‘Crosse Work of Warmth’, The Times, 10 September 1965, p.13.
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thematic material and can be heard most clearly at the very opening of the piece in the brass 
over pizzicato strings.  

The sharply defined opening movement is a fast rondo built around three repetitions of the 
principal material (Allegro brillante e poco maestoso) which is extended upon every appearance.  
Between each of these main sections is a short episode: the first is a Lento for strings; the 
second a Lento for woodwind, and the third a very short Allegro canon for brass.  Dispensing 
with trumpet and glockenspiel, the lyrical central movement revisits the two slow episodes 
from the opening movement and develops them into a ternary aria.  Its wistful introspection 
is reminiscent of the 1960 Elegy.  Following after a brief pause, the exuberant Allegro energico 
rondo finale has the manner of a fierce moto perpetuo.  A short canonic refrain, derived from 
the final episode of the first movement, is continuously repeated as an ostinato and varied by 
changing instrumentation and increasingly intricate counterpoint.  A fleeting cadenza signals 
the central climax and for the rest of the movement the refrain, on strings, is countered with 
short wind duets.  

Crosse disrupts the rhythms and register of the bell-like motif derived from the Oxford chimes 
upon which the outer movements are based, yet the source material is rarely absent in these 
two rondo structures, either in original or varied form.  This, together with the opening 
movement’s episodes being developed by the two subsequent movements, serves to create a 
strong sense of thematic coherence and integrity.  The reduced scoring gives an overall 
impression of lightness, clarity and precision.  Of this work, Stephen Walsh observed that, ‘… 
in structure it is so extremely ingenious that its spontaneous, brilliant sound comes as 
something of a surprise’.17

Dedicated to the Melos Ensemble, the Concertino, Op.15 (1965) for flute, oboe (and cor 
anglais), clarinet and viola was written between 18 July and 18 August 1965.  It was 
commissioned by the BBC for performance by the dedicatees at an Invitation Concert held 
in the University of Aberdeen on 26 October 1965.  This divertimento-style piece is cast in 
six short variation movements.  Chorale One (Lento) sets out the material which fuels the 
remainder of the piece.  Its slow woodwind chorale is juxtaposed with animated commentary 
from the viola.  By contrast, Sonatina One (Allegretto con brio) is rhythmic and brilliant, 
laced with ornamental flourishes.  Chorale Two (Lento) reprises the woodwind material of 

17  Stephen Walsh, ‘Four Gordon Crosse Premières’, Tempo, No.86 (Autumn 1968), p.23. 
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GORDON CROSSE (b. 1937)
1  (1960)  8’20”
 BBC Symphony Orchestra conducted by Norman Del Mar
 BBC Broadcast 9 September 1965

2-4  (1962)  11’41”
I  Allegro brillante e poco Maestoso (4’20”)   II  Lento (3’35”)   III  Allegro energico (3’46”)

 Budapest Symphony Orchestra conducted by György Lehel
 BBC Broadcast 3 July 1968

5-10  (1965)  12’51”
I  Chorale One  (2’18”)   II  Sonatina One  (1’38”)   III  Chorale Two  (1’10”)

 IV  Variations  (4’49”)   V  Sonatina Two  (1’28”)   VI  Chorale Three  (1’28”)
 Melos Ensemble: Richard Adeney, flute  Peter Graeme, oboe
 Gervase de Peyer, clarinet  Cecil Aronowitz, viola
 BBC Broadcast 26 October 1965

11-12  (1969) I  Poco lento (14’12”)   II  Allegro (20’32”) 34’44”
Manoug Parikian, BBC Symphony Orchestra conducted by Colin Davis

 BBC Broadcast 7 September 1970
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